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1. Technical description. 

 
1.1. General description. 

The DC/DC-2,5A/5V (ADC 255) converter module is used for supply of devices requiring stabilized voltage 
within the range of 4,5V÷5,5V DC. It guarantees effective drop of DC voltage within the range of 10V-28V DC 

(stabilized, unstabilized) of 85%-90% efficiency. The maximum load current is 2,5A (Pmax=15W). The DC/DC module 
has the following protections: short-circuit (SCP), overload (OLP) and overheat (OHP). It features the optical signaling 

indicating an operation state (DC supply, DC output, OLP overload). The module has also the technical output (AW = OLP 
activation) used for remote operation control (control panel, access control etc.).  

 The module does not feature galvanic isolation between input/output (IN-AUX), and is active at the common 

“frame” potential, i.e. 0V (IN- and AUX- terminals are galvanically connected = common terminal).  
 An appropriate current efficiency of the power source shall be guaranteed for a proper operation of the module, 

and the source power shall be calculated according to the following formula:   
                                         PIN=PAUX x 1,15 (IIN x UIN = IAUX x UAUX x 1,15) 

1.2. Block diagram (fig.1). 

 

Fig.1. The block diagram of the DC/DC converter. 

1.3. Description of elements and module connectors (fig.2, tab.1, tab.2). 

Table 1. 

No. 

[fig.2] 
Description of the element 

[1] P1 voltage control (4,5-5,5V) 

[2] Red IN LED  

[3] Connector of the DC/DC module supply 

[4] Green AUX LED 

[5] Connector of the DC/DC module outputs (power supply and AW) 

[6] Red AW LED 
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Table 2. 

[3], [5] Description of the module connectors 

+IN 
- IN 

DC supply input  
(10V-28V DC, stabilized/unstabilized, see selection of the source power)  

+AUX 

- AUX 

DC supply output 

 (+AUX= +U, -AUX=GND) 

AW 
Technical output for a failure: activation of OLP/SCP (overcurrent and overload 

protection circuit)   
 normal state: hi-Z (high impedance), failure state: L (0V, GND) of OC type 

 

Fig.2. The view of the DC/DC module. 

1.3. Technical parameters:  

- electrical parameters (tab.3)  
- mechanical parameters (tab.4) 

Table 3. 

Supply voltage 10V÷28V/DC  (-2%/+2%) 

Power P of the module 15W max. 

Watt-hour efficiency 85%÷90% within the full range of supply and load 

Output voltage Rated 5,0V DC  

Output voltage setting, escalation and 

keeping time 

30ms/5ms/0,5ms 

Range of voltage setting 4,5 V÷5,5 V  

Range of voltage control ± 1% 

Ripple voltage  20mV p-p...50mV p-p 

Output current 2,5 A max.  

Current consumption by the module circuits 10 mA max. 

Short-circuit protection SCP 
150% ÷ 180% of the module power – limitation of 

output current, automatic recovery after fault 
elimination  

Overload protection OLP 
110% ÷ 150% of the module power – limitation of 

output current, automatic recovery after overload 
elimination  

Technical outputs: 

- AW output indicating a failure: fault or 
overload of the module 

 

- OC type, 50 mA max. Normal state: level hi-Z (high 
impedance), failure: level L (0V) 
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Optical signalling 

- IN LED indicating DC supply state 
- AUX LED indicating DC supply state at the 

module output 

 
- AW LED indicating overload 

 

 

- red, normal state is indicated by continuous lighting 
- green, normal state is indicated by continuous 

lighting 

 
- red, normal state is indicated by no lighting, and 

failure is indicated by continuous lighting  

Operation conditions 
Environment class II, -10°C ÷40°C, the air flow 
around the module shall be guaranteed for 

convectional cooling  

Table 4. 

Dimensions 79 x 43 x 27 (WxLxH) 

Fixation Mounting pins x 4 (PCB fi=4,2 mm) 

Connectors Ф0,41÷1,63 (AWG 26-14) 

Net/gross weight 50/70g 

 

2. Installation. 
 

2.1 Requirements. 
 

The DC/DC-2,5A/5V module shall be mounted by the qualified installer having appropriate (required and 

necessary for a given country) permissions and qualifications for connecting (operating) low-voltage installations. The 
device shall be mounted in closed rooms, according to the environment class II, of the normal air humidity (RH=90% 

max. without condensation) and the temperature within the range from -10°C to +40°C. The module shall operate in a 
position so that free and convectional air flow around the module is guaranteed.  

Before installation is started, the balance of the module load shall be performed. During the normal operation, 
the sum of currents collected by receivers shall not exceed I=2,5A (Pmax=15 W). An appropriate current efficiency of 

the power source shall be guaranteed for a proper operation of the module, and the source power shall be calculated 
according to the following formula:        

PIN=PAUX x 1,15 (IIN x UIN = IAUX x UAUX x 1,15) 

The device shall be mounted in a metal casing (a cubicle, a terminal device) and in order to fulfill LVD and EC 

requirements the rules for DC/DC converter, encasing and shielding shall be observed according to application.  
 

2.2 Installation procedure. 
 

1. Install a casing (a cubicle etc.) and lead cables through cable penetrations. 
2. Install the DC/DC module on mounting pins (the pins shall be installed before a casing or a cubicle is mounted).  

3. Supply DC voltage to +IN, -IN terminals retaining polarization. 

4. Connect wires of the receivers to +AUX, -AUX connectors of the terminal block on the module board.  
5. If necessary, connect wires from devices (alarm central, controller, indicator, LED etc.) to the AW technical output.  

6. Switch on DC supply (a red IN LED shall light continuously as well as AUX green LED). 
7. Check the output voltage (the rated module voltage shall be 5,0 V). If a voltage value requires correction, the setting 

shall be performed by means of P1 potentiometer, and voltage at the AUX output of the module shall be controlled. 

8. After the tests and operation control are performed, a casing (a cubicle etc.) shall be closed.   
 

 
3. Signalling of the DC/DC module operation.  

 
3.1 Optical signalling.  

 

The DC/DC-2,5A/5V has three LED’s indicating an operation state, i.e. IN, AW and AUX.  
• Red IN LED: the LED lights continuously in the normal state (DC supply). No DC supply is indicated by DC LED 

switching-off.    

• Green AUX LED: indicates DC supply state at the module output. The LED lights continuously in the normal 

state, and if a fault or overload occurs, the LED is switched-off. 
• Red AW LED: indicates overload of the module. The LED does not light in the normal state, and if a fault or 

overload occurs, the LED lights continuously.   
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3.2 Technical output. 

 
The DC/DC-2,5A/5V has the technical output making it possible to pass information about a failure state of the 

DC/DC module. 

• AW- output, overload OLP (fault): - an output of OC type indicates overload of the module 

 In the normal state, the output is in the hi-Z state (of high impedance), and if a failure occurs, the module disconnects 
the output and it is shorted to AUX- (0v) during a failure.                                      

 
4. Service and operation. 

 

4.1 Overloads of the DC/DC module. 
 

The module construction is based on the modern DC/DC converter system (step-down). It features a complete 
short-circuit (SCP), overload (OLP) and overheat (OHP) protection. In case of a fault or an overload of the AUX output, 

an automatic isolation of output voltage occurs that is indicated by the AW LED and the AW output. After a fault or an 
overload is eliminated, voltage at the AUX output recovers automatically (the module does not require reset).    

 

5. Maintenance. 

All maintenance operations shall be performed after the module is disconnected from the power network. As for 
the module, it is not necessary to perform any special maintenance operations, but if the module interior is significantly 

dusty, it shall be vacuum-cleaned by compressed air. In case of fuse replacement, the spare parts shall be the same as 

original ones. 

  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
WEEE MARK 

The waste electrical and electronic equipment, do not mix with general household 

waste. There are separate collection systems for waste electrical and electronic 
equipment in accordance with legislation under the WEEE Directive and is effective only 

with EU. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

WARRANTY 

24 months since the sale date, 36 months since the production date. 
THE WARRANTY IS VALID ONLY after presenting the invoice of the sale to which the claim refers. 

Pulsar K.Bogusz Sp.j. 

Siedlec 150,  
32-744 Łapczyca, Poland 

Tel. (+48) 14-610-19-40, Fax. (+48) 14-610-19-50 

e-mail: biuro@pulsar.pl, sales@pulsar.pl 
http:// www.pulsar.pl 

 


